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MUSTANG HIT TREE AND FLEW HOME

Having a 20 m.m, shell through part of the wing, followed by a

collision with a sizeable tree, was not enough to prevent F/O J.C. ("Chick")
Davidson, of Plaster Rock, New Brunswick, from bringing his badly damaged
Mustang safely to base.

At first sight his aircraft looks as if it were ready for the scrap
heap. And it is hard to convince him that he really did limp home 90 miles
and make a perfect belly landing.

Davidson, a veteran train-buster with a R.C,A,F* squadron, -was attacking
locomotives in France when a 20 m,m. shell struck the outer portion of the
starboard wing, bursting inside and blowing the end three feet of the wing to

ribbons,

"Before I could regain control, I did a steep spiral to the right"
Davidson reported . "I was going straight for a large tree, I took the

Impact on my spinner, which became flattened against the propeller. The blow

bent the propeller but did not tear it off,"

The port side of the fuselage and the wing at the wing root were grazed.
The wing buckled but did not tear off, nor cause the aircraft to spin in. The

pilot grimly maintained control even as the tree hit part of the tailplane,
cutting it half away, it the same time one of the aileron hinges and one of

the wings was fractured,

To Davidson’s amazement, the battered Mustang continued to fly, and he

manipulated his controls for 90 miles, across the French coast and the English
Channel, and ultimately right bock to his home airfield.

"The aircraft seems to be shot up a little", he observed to his squadron
colleagues who could hardly believe that such a badly mauled aircraft could have

survived.

Only one wheel of the aircraft was serviceable and Davidson landed without

wheels,

"It was a most remarkable landing", said the officer in charge at the air-

field maintenance unit where the Mustang was dismantled*

He didn’t tear up the runway at oil, and the only damage he did to the

Mustang was to bend hack the three "props”, which had been partly bent when he

hit the tree in France, We picked large pieces of wood from the tree out of

his wing and the tail assembly,"

F/L. R,(Bob) Hutchinson, D.F.C., of New. Liskeard, Ontario, flew with

Davidsor into France, coming back he flew alongside Davidson to protect Trim

from enemy pianos and to summon aid if he had to bale out into the Channel.


